AGL ENERGY’S NEW BATTLEFRONT -
BRAINWASHING YOUR CHILDREN.

There is no end to the despicable depths to which AGL Energy will stoop.

Parents should be urged not to allow AGL’s spin doctors to play with our children’s fertile minds.

Fast food companies and all other contentious advertising are subject to significant regulation when it comes to schools.

This is the most cynical form of advertising possible, as it is being done by stealth.

AGL just brought 120 children by bus from Muswellbrook High school, during school hours, to look at its drilling rig at Broke, brainwashing them with AGL propaganda that a coal seam methane well is just an insignificant piece of machinery that won’t hurt the environment, our waterways, our health, our productive soil, our lifestyles and our property values. Proven lies.

Wisely, Singleton schools have rejected AGL’s deplorable attempts to brainwash children.

When will AGL come to the realisation that the Hunter Valley vineyards are excluded from CSG mining, and that no matter how much risky exploration they continue to do, no matter how much misinformation they drill into our school kids, no matter how many community groups they invite to watch them drilling a hole - THEY ARE FINISHED. THEY WILL NOT BE GIVEN ANY LICENCE TO EXTRACT COAL SEAM METHANE FROM IN, ON OR UNDER THE HUNTER VALLEY VINEYARDS.

The CSG devastation of south east Queensland started with one hole being drilled, and probably shown off as AGL is doing with its current drilling – now there is approval for 40,000 wells. Did AGL tell your kids that?

The Hunter Valley is not a toy for AGL to play with, nor are its kids. FAREWELL AGL.
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